OC 3 Bike Box
Perfect for washing bicycles on the go: the mobile Kärcher pressure washer with lithium-ion
battery, water tank and gentle low pressure for sensitive surfaces. Includes Bike Box with various accessories for optimal extension.
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Sophisticated storage concept
Convenient storage of the spiral hose and trigger gun under the
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Bike Box
For optimal cleaning of bicycles and bicycle equipment.

removable water tank.



Integrated lithium-ion battery
Mobile cleaning independent of a power source.
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Efficient, but gentle low pressure
OC 3 Bike Box, 1.680-003.0, 2018-10-25
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TECHNICAL DATA AND EQUIPMENT

OC 3 Bike Box
 Very compact, easy-to-carry and easy-to-store cleaning device

 Mobile, independent cleaning thanks to the integrated battery
and removable water tank

 Bike cleaning made easy with the right accessories in the
clip-on storage box

Technical data
Order no.

1.680-003.0

EAN code

4054278242446
Low pressure

Pressure range
Flow rate

l/min

max. 2

Battery running time

min

15

Battery charging time

min

180

Weight without accessories

kg

2.2

Dimensions (L × W × H)

mm

277 × 234 × 201

l
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Equipment
Spiral hose
Flat jet nozzle
Device filter
Battery charging cable
Storage box
Bike Cleaner
Microfibre cloth
Universal brush
Integrated water filter

 Included in the scope of supply.

Detergent

Motorbike Cleaner 3-in-1, 0.5 l



lithium-ion battery
m

2.8
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Water tank volume

ACCESSORIES FOR OC 3 BIKE BOX
1.680-003.0
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Order no.

4

5
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Price
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Description

Mobile Cleaning
Bike Box

1 2.643-858.0

Adventure Box

2 2.643-857.0

Pet Box

3 2.643-859.0

Universal Brush

4 2.643-870.0

Cone Jet Nozzle

5 2.643-871.0

6 2.643-875.0

Microfibre Cloth

7 2.643-872.0

Pet Towel

8 2.643-873.0

Pet Cleaning Brush

9 2.643-874.0

 Included in the scope of supply.











 Available accessories.
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Suction Hose

Bike accessory box with optimally adapted accessories for
cleaning bicycles and bicycle equipment.
With the Adventure box‘s optimally tailored accessories,
outdoor equipment can be cleaned effortlessly, anywhere.
Ideal for anyone who is on the road a lot.
With the Pet box‘s optimally tailored accessories, pets/dog
paws can be cleaned effortlessly, anywhere.
The universal brush for optimal brush cleaning. It is mounted onto the trigger gun of the pressure washer, removes
stubborn dirt and protects delicate components.
The suction hose for mobile cleaning is mounted onto the
pressure washer and enables the use of alternative water
sources like wells and water canisters.
Clean your pet quickly and simply with the conical jet nozzle. It can be mounted onto the trigger gun of the pressure
washer and produces a gentle shower stream.
With the high-quality fleece microfibre cloth, the cleaned
objects can be dried before they are stored.
Special microfibre cloth for drying off dogs. Absorbs a lot of
water and eliminates unpleasant odours.
For thoroughly brushing animal fur: the fur-cleaning brush
removes even stubborn dirt from fur.

